THE BRIEF STUDENT REPORTING DASHBOARD will no longer be available after November 30th, 2016. All users of this dashboard should transition to the UDW+ Student Academic Management Dashboard. Please be aware that we are downgrading the most well-loved tools in this space. If you have any questions about this transition, please contact the UDW+ team.

EXPORTING DATA TO EXCEL

When exporting to excel: excel will maintain the formatting as displayed in UDW+. However, if you are trying to run macros that you built based on the Brio Student Dashboard data exports, you should export UDW+ data in CSV format.

This will produce an export with no formatting and very similar to the Brio version. If you need to resave the data, you may need to rearrange your columns.

USING UDW+ FILTERS

Every UDW+ dashboard provides a variety of filters to allow users the flexibility in customizing their results data and answering many questions.

It is important that you populate each filter. If a filter is required it will be stated in the page instructions.

CLEAR MY CUSTOMIZATION

After you have selected multiple filters on a dashboard page, you may quickly clear the values to make new selections. Simply click on the three little lines to view the Page Options, and select “Clear My Customization”.

THE COUNTDOWN IS ON

The Brio Student Reporting Dashboard will no longer be available after November 30th, 2016. All users of this dashboard should transition to the UDW+ Student Academic Management Dashboard. Please be aware that we are downgrading the most well-loved tools in this space. If you have any questions about this transition, please contact the UDW+ team.

NEW FIELDS FOR CLASS HEADCOUNT

A new field has been added to Class and Combined Class Enrollment Totals to allow users to use one column that will show the combined enrollment headcount regardless if the class is combined or not combined. If the class is combined, then the field will display the combined enrollment headcount. Otherwise, if the class is not combined, then it will display the class enrollment headcount.

Also available is a new field “Class and Combined Waitlist Headcount”, offering the same functionality for waitlists.

24 X 7 AVAILABILITY

UDW+ - Student data is now available 24 x 7

UDW+ STUDENT REPORTING OPERATING COMMITTEE

The UDW+ Student Reporting Operating Committee has begun to convene. Comprised of 33 representatives from Schools and Administrative Division, this committee meets on a quarterly basis and is responsible for recommending new enhancements, prioritizing enhancements or fixes for future release, as well as advising UDW+ leadership on the student reporting needs.

NEW P3 REPORT

A new P3 report “Home School Plan Information and the students awarded degrees in them” has been added to the index page of the UDW+ Student Academic Management Dashboard. This new report shows Student that have completed their Degrees and Terms CPP.

ADDITION OF COLUMNS AND FILTERS TO THE UDW+ STUDENT DASHBOARD

The UDW+ - Student Academic Management Dashboard has been enhanced with the following columns and filters:

- All report: addition of 20 new columns (for details view the Release Notes).
- C1 report: addition of Combined Class Headcount and Combined Class Waitlist Headcount column.
- C2 report: addition of Section filter.
- C4 report: addition of Instructor Assigned and Primary Instructor column, as well as Class Locations column and filter.
- P1 report: addition of Plan Reporting School Group and Plan Type filters, as well as the addition of Reporting Department and Reporting School Group column.
- P2 report: addition of Career filter.
- S3 report: addition of new filters including Program, Plan, Student Agreement, Registration Status and Enrollment Status.
- Student List page: addition of Term Registration Type, Term Registration Type Code, Academic Level, Total Units, Attempted and Total Units Earned columns.
- Meeting Pattern page - Enrollments report: addition of Class Status filter, as well as Combined Enrollment Headcount and Class Subject/Number/Section column to the report.
- Classes, Class Locations and Enrolled Students report: addition of Total Number of Students Enrolled, Academic Program Course, Course Topic, Title, Course Org Reporting School and Dept columns, as well as Course Org Reporting School and Dept filters.
- Schedule of Classes Proofing report: addition of Associated Class, Course Grading Basis, and Section and Section Combined ID columns, as well as Section Type filter.

For a full list of all added columns and filters, view the Release Notes

NEW FUNCTIONALITY

The UDW+ - Student Academic Management Dashboard has also been enhanced with new functionality:

- The Google spreadsheet to maintain Study Agreements has been discontinued, and UDW+ will pull all Study Agreement Information from PeopleSoft Campus tables.

- Study Away map: bubble display has been fixed.

- Admissions: no longer runs when opening, now requires filter selections before running.

- P2 report: is now based on Plan Reporting School Group-instead of Plan Academic Group.

CLASS ENROLLMENT SUBJECT AREA ENHANCEMENTS FOR AD HOC REPORTING

The UDW+ - Class Enrollment Subject Area has been enhanced for ad hoc reporting:

- Addition of Gender Identity and Sex at Birth fields.

- Addition to Citizenship attributes (including Citizenship Country, Visa Permit Status, Visa Permit Effective Date).

- NWLUN students will have a NWLUN Academic Group associated with their record.

- Registration Status ‘I’ will be replaced with ‘Term Activated – Not Registered’.

- Primary Instructor Flag: this column will now inherently identify one instructor as the primary instructor if the instructor role is ‘Primary’ or ‘Secondary’.

- Section Level.

- Addition of Primary Instructor Assigned field, available in the Class Folder. This field is a "Y/N" flag that identifies if a primary instructor has been assigned to a class.

NEW Fields FOR CLASS HEADCount

A new field has been added to Class and Combined Class Enrollment Totals to allow users to use one column that will show the combined enrollment headcount regardless if the class is combined or not combined. If the class is combined, then the field will display the combined enrollment total, otherwise, if the class is not combined, then it will display the class enrollment headcount.

Also available is a new field "Class and Combined Waitlist Headcount", offering the same functionality for waitlists.

24 x 7 availability

UDW+ - Student data is now available 24 x 7

UDW+ STUDENT REPORTING E-NEWSLETTER

June 2016, Issue #2

This e-newsletter provides the UDW+ student reporting community with tips, tricks and general UDW+ announcements. How is UDW+? Visit the newsletter archive to access prior issues.
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